There are some statistics which, if they don’t exactly blow your mind, make you go “Wow!” That was the very expression which left my lips when Rigby Taylor Managing Director Andrew Robinson told me how many deliveries the company made in the course of a year.

No, I won’t tell you yet. Have a guess. Now bear in mind that this is not just golf clubs, but all of RT’s customers but also appreciate that golf does represent a significant proportion of the business.

I can hear your minds working. Roughly 2,700 golf clubs in the country, not all Rigby Taylor customers but those who are probably make a number of orders during a 12 month period. Plus the other non-golf orders to football clubs, local authorities etc.

Not easy is it? Let’s go all Bruce Forsyth for a minute. 20,000. Higher or lower? All those who said “Lower” sit down. 40,000. Higher or lower? Again all those who shouted out “Lower” take your seats. Now, those of you who are left - not that many I note. 60,000, you know the drill. Again those who said “Lower,” got it wrong. The actual number of orders delivered by Rigby Taylor annually is 75,000.

That just shows the scale of the operation at one of BIGGA’s founding Golden Key Supporter companies. It does tend to get forgotten but every one of our haulage but in busy times when people contact us with an order we don’t charge the customer any more but we all see the benefit from cutting down on distribution and getting some of our customers to bulk up.

We are spending over £800,000 on carriage alone every year and this is not passed on to the customer, provided they meet minimum order requirements,” explained Andrew, as we sat in the recently-acquired Horwich Headquarters on the outskirts of Bolton.

It is a hidden cost however and Andrew is keen to work closely with the customer to ensure costs can be reduced and the savings passed on or invested in new products.

“I would estimate that we could save £250,000 on carriage alone every year and this is not passed on to the customer, provided they meet minimum order requirements,” explained Andrew, as we sat in the recently-acquired Horwich Headquarters on the outskirts of Bolton.

It is a hidden cost however and Andrew is keen to work closely with the customer to ensure costs can be reduced and the savings passed on or invested in new products.

“For example with ‘Breaker Triple’ we’ve seen sales almost double in two years and with ‘Activate’, the extra rooting agent that has been added, has improved rooting by 30% at no extra cost to the customer.”

The company was formed in 1919 when Herbert Rigby and Robert Taylor - the fine turf’s equivalent of Mr Rolls and Mr Royce - got together in what has always been a rich industry heartland to sell degreasing solvents to the cotton and textile mills.

“Seeing that the textile industry was in decline they looked to diversify and set up a paint division,” explained Bernard, who joined the company following a management buyout in the early 1980’s.

A fertiliser division followed and the company’s reputation was forged following the STRI man around the area making up fertilisers based on the advice given.

“We continued to extend the range of products including chemicals and grass seed and launched our own Mascot range in 1981,” said Bernard.

What launched the company to what it is today was the brave decision to look beyond the natural boundaries of a regional company and open up in competition with a company in the south east and then subsequently...
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the midlands. Ironically, the company which had previously considered the south east to be their patch, Parkers, were later bought by Rigby Taylor.

The company now has six product divisions - fertilisers; pesticides; grass seed; speciality product like wetting agents and plant health products; white lining and top dressings. There is a staff of 150 with 35,000 square feet of warehousing at the Bolton base, another 20,000 square feet at the company’s Guildford base and another 10,000 square feet at their Newbridge site, just outside Edinburgh. That’s 65,000 square feet in total.

Servicing the products is a UK sales team of 50, recently expanded from 40.

“A high proportion are ex-greenkeepers. What we like to do is take users of turf products and teach them how to sell rather than take someone from outside the trade and teach them about greenkeeping. It’s the better option,” explained Andrew.

“It takes about three years to take a new rep and train him to become a salesman but they talk the same language as the greenkeeper. We take him up to almost the same level as an agronomist in terms of training. That’s not to do away with the agronomist but to work with him and empathise with the problems being faced.”

The extra 10 staff have been brought on board to help expand the customer base and service existing customers more effectively.

“Looking to the future Andrew feels that chemicals will develop to the extent that the quantities required will be much less than today. Indeed Rigby Taylor have just launched its first new fungicide in 12 years. “Without giving too much away it offers a much greater cleanliness of label, will be much safer and a minute amount of chemical will be used in comparison to the old style of fungicide. Compared with existing fungicides we’ll be putting on a tenth of the amount of chemical.

“It is the way chemistry is going but the legislation on chemicals is helping to encourage the research,” he revealed.

Andrew did admit that the biggest worry was still worms.

“The problem with the new legislation is that if it says on the label that it kills worms it’s going to be put on one side. Chemical companies are working on it but the cost of developing is so high and golf is pretty much the only industry that doesn’t want worms.

“There are other ways of getting rid of worms but they are all detrimental to the turf, reducing the pH for example.”

Andrew did make a plea for greenkeepers not to be sucked into using off label products.

“BIGGA and the industry need to work together to try and stamp out the buying of agricultural pesticides. Yes, they save money but they are taking money away from the companies which are investing in this industry. And, of course, it is illegal.

“If a greenkeeper were to use a non-amenity product and a golfer were to be taken ill the golf club would be in for a serious claim and the greenkeeper could personally be fined.

“We are delighted to be Golden Key supporters of BIGGA because we feel education is the best way to ensure greenkeepers don’t make the mistake of taking short cuts which are illegal and could cost them their jobs,” said Andrew.

So the next time you take delivery of a Rigby Taylor product just think about the fact that it is just one of 75,000 the company will be delivering this year.

Does make you go “Wow” doesn’t it?